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Do you find yourself constantly asking your child to "grab the pace"? Ellen Braaten and Brian
Willoughby been employed by with thousands of kids and teenagers who struggle with a location of
cognitive functioning known as "processing acceleration," and who are often mislabeled as lazy or
unmotivated. Filled with vivid stories and examples, this important resource demystifies processing
rate and shows how exactly to help kids (ages 5 to 18) capture up in this essential section of
development. Does she or he seem to take longer than others to get stuff done--whether
completing homework, responding when spoken to, or getting dressed and ready in the morning?
Drs. Helpful useful tools could be downloaded and imprinted in a practical 8 1/2" x 11" size. Learn
how to obtain required support at school, what to expect from a professional evaluation, and how
you can make daily routines even more efficient--while promoting your son or daughter's social and
psychological well-being.
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" I felt sort of hopeless at that point, therefore i did some research online and found this reserve.
Explains the different forms of diagnosticians who could probably test your child and stage you in
the right direction. The publication also talks about the long-range outcomes of the learning
difference (some outgrow it, some don't) and what can be done. Obviously a printing mistake that
should have already been caught before this publication was sold. Helped me understand my 8
year old My 8 year older daughter has difficulty focusing, movements at the speed of a very slower
snail, and struggles with her homework. We had her evaluated for possible ADD (and various other
disorders), and her test results came back "normal."Bright Children" clarifies and provides plenty of
coping tips Excellent book explaining how are you affected in the brains of the kids. It's been ideal
for me in understanding her, and the tales of other children mentioned in the reserve are comforting,
nonetheless it didn't provide me with any solutions. That being said, I did find worth in the reserve.
When I am having an especially rough day time with her, I'll go through elements of it, and I am
reminded that people all see and process the world differently. thanks for confirming that for us!
Useful book for parents and teachers attempting to better understand and assist a child with slow
processing.. We knew my grandson had not been attending to in kindergarten and had difficulty
listening to multi-step instructions. It is also very reaffirming for the reason that is will not make your
child feel bad about himself, which many texts do. It has been a game changer for how I look at
and handle struggles with my children linked to processing speed.! He's a shiny and articulate small
boy - he simply learns differently. We knew my grandson had not been paying attention in
kindergarten . Highly recommend -- from a Mom This book was excellent -- it perfectly described
many of the difficulties my son experiences while also offering suggestions to help. This publication
made sense of most that and provides us practical methods to help him. I bought a copy for family
to examine also.. It gives clear details and suggestions on how to deal with slow processing
quickness in the home, at school, among close friends, and for the child emotionally. We utilized it
as a system to teach ourselves, our child, and the school. This book should be read by every
parent whose child . My duplicate was incorrectly printed and missing web pages.. 4 stars for
content material.However, check your duplicate cautiously when it arrives. Mine arrived, brand new,
with pages 81-113 missing and web pages 49-80 included twice. For us, it meant pulling a kid out
of the brick-and-mortar environment where he was expected to take in information, process it, and
produce results every 45 a few minutes, and go to an online learning program where he is able to
have as enough time as he must surface finish a lesson. I believe that is a book that would be
helpful to parents and specialists who are looking to become more familiar with this idea. As a
mother of a 2E, I'd absolutely recommend people read this reserve, but I do feel that it gave me lots
of "you obtain what I am going through" but with out a lot of solutions. However, as any mother or
father in this example knows, if you can take one or two 2 things from any publication, you are
better off. I highly recommend it. A book that understands where you are coming from and provides
real life examples This was an excellent book - with a few really good suggestions. Five Stars Great
book. Many helpful strategies are shared. I am a instructor who functions mainly with at-risk visitors.
This book has been so helpful in understanding sluggish processing swiftness and its own
implications in the lives of children. If you already talk with your doctor, college district representative
or google about it...skip the book I didn't give up, thinking will probably get better. Waste of time!
Knowing is certainly half the fight.! The book is perfect for parents with a whole new diagnosis of
unique needs rather than had a talk with the doctors, school district representative or google about
it. If you are giving it a possibility, skip all the examples of actual patients. You don't need these
gossip. Five Stars This is an awesome book! I would highly recommend this publication for both
parens and clinicians who would like to understand or help somebody identified as having slow



processing swiftness better, whether that is in conjunction with another medical diagnosis such as
ADHD or a Learning Disability, or not. This book was perfectly written, informative and helpful.. This
book ought to be read by every parent whose child is smarter than most yet seems to be
lazy/unmotivated. Among the best resources for slow processing quickness, with or without
ADHD/LD As a psychologist and mother of a child with slow processing swiftness, this book is one
of the best assets I've come across. Great book!. Good book for experts and parents I work in
schools and found this publication to become a helpful description of slow processors. With this
assistance, we did look for and get, personal diagnostic reports which do show slow processing
rate and ADD (not ADHD). Don't waste materials your money, and appearance over reliable
resources on internet.
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